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The NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF) opposes Council Bill 170111, which would impose a mandatory minimum sentence on people convicted of the
misdemeanor offense of wearing, carrying, or knowingly transporting handguns near certain
places of public assembly. Founded in 1940 by the late U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall, a Baltimore native, LDF is the nation’s oldest civil rights legal organization.1 Since its
inception, it has utilized the U.S. Constitution and federal and state civil rights laws to pursue
equality and justice for African Americans and other people of color in the areas of education,
voting, employment and housing. LDF has also fought to address racial bias at every stage of
the criminal justice system – from police stops, to sentencing, to reentry.2
Members of the Baltimore City Council have introduced Bill 17-0111 at a time when the
public overwhelmingly supports the elimination of mandatory minimum sentences for certain
nonviolent offenses.3 And, while we share city leaders’ desire to eliminate gun violence, there is
no reliable evidence that mandatory minimum sentences reduce crime. In fact, several studies
have found that longer and harsher punishments do not deter crime, and there is no link between
prison lengths of stay and recidivism.4
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Yet, there is evidence that mandatory minimum sentences, particularly for drug offenses,
fall heaviest and disproportionately on African Americans. For example, a report by the Justice
Policy Institute found that 89 percent of people sent to prison for mandatory minimum drug
offenses in Maryland were African American, even though they comprised 29 percent of the
state’s population; and, this disparity was not due to higher rates of drug use.5 Recognizing that
locking up non-violent drug offenders did not effectively address the state’s substance use
problem, Maryland’s General Assembly repealed mandatory minimum sentences for people
convicted of certain drug offenses in 2016.6
Similarly, imposing a one-year mandatory sentence on persons convicted of a
misdemeanor gun possession offense will do nothing more than increase the state’s prison
population with little impact on crime reduction, at high social costs, including persons facing
barriers to employment and housing due to a criminal record.7
Criminal justice policies that lead to increased incarceration rates drive racial inequality
and poverty. If not for mass incarceration, one study reports that the overall poverty rate would
have dropped by 20 percent between 1980 and 2004.8 One-in-three Americans are estimated to
have a criminal record.9 Although many have minor offenses, having a criminal record creates
barriers to opportunity, such as employment, and is linked as a direct cause and consequence of
poverty.10 Unfortunately, data show that one year after their release, 60 percent of citizens
returning from prisons remain unemployed.11 And, for those able to find employment, most have
considerably diminished earnings.12
This has important civil rights and racial justice implications. A 2004 study by
Professor Devah Pager found that White job applicants with a criminal record were called back
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for interviews more often than equally-qualified African American applicants who did not have
a criminal record, attributing this to the effect of employers’ consideration of both race and
criminal background.13 According to Professor Pager, the criminal justice system plays a
central role in “sorting and stratifying labor market opportunities” for those with criminal
records.14 Employment policies and practices that apply a blanket exclusion of those with
criminal records can lead directly to the disproportionate exclusion of African Americans and
Latinos from the workforce with the attendant impact on their economic security and
opportunity.
With an unemployment rate of 5.8, which is higher than surrounding counties and the
national average,15 Baltimore City officials should not adopt criminal justice policies that will
diminish employment opportunities for its residents.
For these reasons, LDF opposes Council Bill 17-0111.
Thank you for considering this testimony. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact Todd Cox, Director of Policy or Monique Dixon, Deputy Director of Policy
and Senior Counsel at 202-682-1300.
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